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Abstract: The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals Agenda includes gender equality as one of its 17 goals and emphasizes the importance of supporting women’s empowerment to meet the SDGs. Gender-responsive budgeting (GRB) can help achieve gender equality in organizations, but there continue to be limitations on exploiting its full potential. Further research is needed, especially in the public sector and at higher education institutions. This paper investigates the development of the GRB process and the related reporting practices, as well as the potential to fully integrate it into the university’s strategic policies at the University of Ferrara. The paper is based on a qualitative content analysis of annual GRB reports from 2011 to 2018. The results show that, during this period, GRB at the university changed from playing an accountability role to having a performance measurement role. Although GRB has become more relevant inside the organization, the extent of the integration with the university strategy and the budgeting cycle remains limited, which hampers the strategic relevance of GRB.
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1. Introduction

Higher education institutions (HEIs) seek to legitimize their actions on sustainability issues by reporting on their activities related to sustainable development, communicating strategies, actions, efforts, and progress [1]. While sustainability reporting has mainly focused on economic and environmental issues, understanding of the social perspective is still rather shallow and requires further investigation [2]. Among the social issues that are particularly relevant to HEIs is gender equality (GE), which is also one of the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Fully delivering on these goals includes reaching GE, which is tied to a comprehensive social responsibility [3]. Many international and European institutions have released guidelines, directives, and recommendations aimed at promoting GE, such as the EU Gender Action Plan 2016–2020, which focuses on promoting gender budgeting at both the national and local levels in EU countries [4]. Regarding gender-responsive budgeting (GRB), the OECD [5] has emphasized the importance of GRB in delivering on Goal 5 (Gender Equality) of the UN Sustainable Development Agenda by giving women equal access to economic resources, empowering them through technology, and reinforcing government interventions in terms of policy and legislation to ensure GE. To this end, “mainstreaming gender ‘visibility’ throughout the budget cycle—from formulation to monitoring and reporting—ensures accountability for policy commitments to gender equality” [5] (p. 27). Therefore, addressing the topic and contributing to the UN and EU goals are important targets, as in achieving GE, institutions can advance the sustainable development agenda [6]. Relevant links have been identified between the SDG 5 related to GE and the SDG agenda. Razavi points out that targets of the SDG 5 are complemented by other targets. She argues [7] (p.30) “complementing the target on unpaid domestic and
care work is a target for achieving universal and equitable access to safe and affordable drinking water under Goal 6 (6.1). Other strategic elements such as full and productive employment/decent work for all women and men, and equal pay for work of equal value appear under Goal 8 (8.5), while access to social protection “for all” appears under Goal 1 (1.3).” To contribute to sustainable goals, gender inequalities need to be addressed from the economic, social, and environmental perspectives: women have less access to economic and political leadership, suffer income disparities, and gender gap. Despite being more sensitive than men to environmental issues women have less opportunities to be appointed in green jobs and top positions that could positively affect environmental policies [8]. To promote a transformative change towards GE, Odera and Mulusa [9] encourage investments in support of GE. They also argue that an analysis of the public spending impact is fundamental to detect inequalities. In this context, they refer to GRB as a process that can help support these activities [9]. Various sources in the literature indicate that GRB aims to redress “existing gender inequalities” by challenging current economic models that do not account for the impact public policies have in allocating resources to females and males. Therefore, GRB aims to enhance GE through assessing the effectiveness of such policies on different genders and contributing to a better allocation of public resources to meet these different needs [10] (p.3). Thus, GRB entails two complementary perspectives: The first relates to techniques and tools that are foundational in decision-making related to resource allocation; the second relates to the cultural change required to ensure that gender issues are visible and addressed in ways that will promote GE [11]. Sustainability literature in private and public organizations has encouraged scholars to develop sustainability assessment, reporting, management, and control in an integrated manner (see, e.g., Maas et al. [12]), especially in the context of HEIs. Particularly, integrating sustainability reporting in the strategic policies of universities has been emphasized as a means of promoting effective change toward sustainable development [13,14].

Consequently, GRB to promote sustainable GE has been described as a possible tool to integrate a well-suited gender perspective in universities’ strategic policies. Scholars such as Rothe et al. [15] have put forward recommendations to support this process in academia.

In the Italian context, HEIs still do not have specific measures to protect the less represented gender and generally focus simply on meeting the constitutional principle of GE [16]. Because detailed legislation is lacking at the national level, the drafting of rules on equal opportunities in statutes and regulations has been delegated to the universities themselves. Recently, however, there have been several recommendations and guidelines to incentivize the adoption of a gender perspective and integrate it into performance measurement [17], while also stressing the relevance of the role of equal opportunities bodies [18], particularly with regard to a GRB process. Both the Italian central government (e.g., the Ministry of Education, University and Research) [19] and other national institutions have published specific recommendations for HEIs about the relevance of GRB for a strategic change [20,21]. Such consideration has given the topic increased attention.

Although GRB is gaining practical relevance despite being less used than expected [5], more research is still needed. Managerial and management control literature has traditionally neglected the topic. Concerning HEIs, research has addressed the mechanisms preventing women from becoming fully involved in academia [22,23] and emphasized the need to take action to combat the under-representation of women in science [24]. With respect to the Italian university context, Galizzi and Siboni’s [25] study of Positive Action Plans (PAPs) and the positive actions implemented to deal with inequality calls for a “future ‘gender agenda’” that includes an analysis of the lessons learned for positive actions, as well as their results and impacts. Although some research has been conducted in HEIs at international level in the last few decades [15,26], gender and academia remain a scantily debated topic. Particularly lacking, is the link between strategic management and management control processes in the light of the changing organizational and extra-organizational contexts [27]. This gap in research underscores the importance of debating the relevance of GRB for HEIs. Relatedly, the present study investigates the case of GRB at the University
of Ferrara (UniFe). Specifically, it investigates the development of a GRB process and the related reporting practices, as well as discussing the potential to fully integrate GRB into the university’s strategic policies.

2. Literature Review

Accounting literature has traditionally addressed gender issues and focused on how women in accounting professions experience difficulties when entering the profession and seeking greater empowerment in their roles [28,29], as well as the relevant cultural aspects [30]. Literature has also explored how discrimination at institutions threatens women’s careers [31] and which factors preclude female accountants from developing in their careers [32,33].

In the past few decades, accounting research has started paying increasing attention to the HEI context. While some studies investigate accounting students and education patterns (e.g., Wessels and Steenkamp [34]), others look to academic careers more broadly. In this context, some research has shown evidence of the low numbers of women among academic staff [35], also with specific regard to the accounting field [28]. Others, such as Baldarelli et al. [36], have examined the gender distribution of authors in journals in the accounting field. Further studies report the vertical segregation that female academics experience [22,23,37]. Segregation has also been widely reported by empirical data: Since 2003, the triennial She Figures report has examined researchers’ gender distribution in European HEIs [24,38,39] and provided evidence of the under-representation of women throughout senior positions in academia [39]. It presents evidence of women having greater representation among students and graduates and in entry-level positions in academia. The number of women gradually decreases as seniority increases; thus, women are under-represented among associate and full professors, as well as directors and deans and on boards, which reduces their ability to affect decision-making processes and the management of the university. This vertical segregation is common in EU countries, where female full professors account for less than 24% of all full professors [39]. In Italy, women face even greater difficulty, and the number of female full professors (slightly above 22% of the total number of full professors) is below the EU mean, which appears to confirm the existence of a glass ceiling effect [35]. Again, literature focusing on gender differences in academic performance has highlighted that higher relevance is attributed to publications, funding, and citation rates than to teaching activity, students’ supervision, and administrative tasks [40,41], which gives male-dominated fields an advantage [42].

Accounting literature has mainly focused on women’s roles and under-representation and approached them as individuals, while there has been very little research about organizations and their commitment to GE. For a long time, research paid little attention to practices that read reality through the lens of gender [25]. In drafting a “gender agenda” for research, Broadbent [43] and Siboni et al. [44] call for more accounting studies on the topic, while other authors emphasize the need to explore the HEI context in particular [35,45]. To support GE in HEIs, the literature has highlighted the importance of ensuring a strategic process that involves leadership and actions throughout all levels of an organization [46]. In particular, although performance measurement systems were traditionally considered gender-neutral, directing research toward strategic management and management control processes in a gender light has become ever more important [27]. Public budgets seem gender-neutral as they do not make specific reference to gender. However, revenue and expenditure decisions affect women and men differently, and ignoring such differences has been described as “gender blindness” [47]. Thus, there is a clear need for developing GRB [48].

GRB refers to a systemic approach that involves various instruments, techniques, and procedures to integrate the gender perspective into the overall budget process—from planning to reporting [5,11,49]. Since the mid-1980s, GRB has gained increasing relevance in multiple contexts and in public sector organizations [50], including at HEIs [3,51]. GRB is rooted in gender mainstreaming, understood as a strategy for promoting equal opportunity and disseminating the gender perspective in political choices by rethinking traditional
decision-making processes. It makes the budget’s impact on gender visible in order to reach GE through policy [52]. GRB is consistent with the need to rethink the budgeting approach and revise its structure by including gender perspective as a performance strategy to meet the goals of effectiveness, efficiency, and transparency [53]. GRB makes it possible to manage resources and assess the effectiveness and efficiency of interventions in light of GE, thereby deepening the processes implemented in the organization that contribute to delivering equal opportunities for the genders. Thus, GRB applies to multiple phases in planning and reporting processes seeking to overcome the narrow focus on the budgeting process alone [11]. Based on Rubin and Bartle [48], Steccolini [11] summarizes the approaches to GRB during its preparation and approval, execution, reporting, and auditing phases. In this regard, prior to budget implementation, GRB helps to incorporate gender policies and supports the aim of assessing gender needs; during budget execution, it provides gender-responsive guidelines on spending and outsourcing; and in the reporting phase, GRB supports the inclusion of a gender perspective in audits. Further, GRB requires the adoption of gender-responsive logic to guide strategic implementation, while it can assume the role of a practice using tools and techniques that support decision making.

In this vein, GRB assists internal management processes by contributing to the inclusion of gender-oriented strategies in the economic and financial, human resource management, responsibilities appointment, and evaluation processes. Since performance measurement systems in public organizations barely consider gender differences [27], which poses a challenge to the possibility of measuring short- and long-term results, as well as the impacts on the gender perspective, GRB supports the promotion of organizations’ awareness of the policies’ consequences, which can spur a rethink of public policies [54]. In this way, the implementation of GRB recalls the Deming Cycle (adopted for HEIs from a sustainability perspective by Lukman and Glavič, [55]), which consists of a succession of policy planning activities, their implementation, external and internal reporting, evaluation, and control and focuses especially on the methods and effects of allocating resources to reach GE [48]. As an accountability tool, GRB addresses the need to report the results and impacts of the policies implemented by the organizations and supports spending review processes [11,56,57]. In addition, GRB serves public organizations’ accountability practices by supporting communication with the stakeholders and reporting on both performance results and the use of resources. Thus, attention is paid to how expenses can have different impacts on women and men [58].

However, GRB does not have standardized characteristics and can take different forms and approaches in practice. For instance, some organizations amend their monitoring systems to track expenditure, while others restrict their efforts to accountability through a limited integration of the gender perspective into budgeting [59]. Literature has discussed the actual capacity of GRB to affect policy-making processes and policy outcomes regarding GE [60], but only a few researchers have investigated the patterns of how the gender perspective is integrated into budgets [48]. So far, there has been little evidence of any substantive impact on GE, and there is still a need for accounting research to examine the topic in greater depth, especially with regard to the role played by GRB in reaching GE, as well as gender-based performance indicators in public budgets [59].

In a recent paper, Steccolini [11] emphasizes the importance of institutionalizing GRB for it to reach its full potential. She highlights a series of challenges that can be identified in GRB implementation in the public sector: The availability of data and analytical capacities to interpret them, the centrality of gender logics guiding the political agenda, stakeholders’ involvement in and commitment to GE and awareness diffusion, the balance between standardizing practices and adapting to context and needs and considering other sources of inequality.

The importance of making inequalities visible has emerged also in HEIs. HEIs are starting to support taking action and are gradually challenging the legitimization of such inequalities [42]. Focusing on the European context, Rothe et al. [15] reported a series of recommendations for implementing GRB processes in academia. In this sense, the authors
emphasized the need to support GRB implementation through an institutional framework that promotes, implements, coordinates and monitors GE objectives. To achieve this, the authors suggest to set strategic GE objectives integrated in all managerial instruments, as consistent measures. They also suggest implementing gender impact assessment processes resulting from the implemented policies [61]. They recognize the need to develop specific indicators to capture the progress toward GE, as well as the importance of collecting and disclosing data on a gender perspective. Making the annual GRB reports public might help to monitor such progress. The authors also emphasize the importance of linking the gender perspective to budgeting processes and performance evaluation [15].

In this regard, HEIs are required to revise their management control systems to include the gender perspective, to guarantee the achievement of GE objectives and to provide reliable information to support strategic processes. Thus, GRB has the potential to support strategic policy development in the planning, implementation, and evaluation phases [26]. Further, GRB encourages the analysis of budgeting decisions’ differential impact on women and men [42] to enhance transparency and better management [15]. This is especially important to address the indirect gender discrimination that often follows when financial and managerial procedures advantage male dominated fields [62].

In the Italian context the GRB implementation that has gained attention, has been restricted to municipal and regional levels. For instance, recent studies by Galizzi et al. [10] and Del Gesso [63] focus on the adoption of GRB in local and regional governments. Others [64] explore similarities and differences in local entities’ exercise of GRB. According to them, GRB practices at the local and regional levels in Italy follow three main steps: (i) context analysis, which calculates the demographic, social, and economic indicators of GE; (ii) analysis of local GE practices, which refers to the work–life balance, procurement policies, and gender empowerment and involves a consideration of expenditures to tackle gender disparities; and (iii) gender impact analysis of expenditures, as well as the assessment of budget impacts in terms of improvements to reach GE.

The specific context of Italian HEIs has not been widely considered, with GRB hardly gaining traction. In recent years, the national and EU projects (such as GenderTime, TRIGGER, PLOTINA, LeTSGEPs) that have been introduced aim to ensure GE in HEIs and they remind of GRB processes and GRB reports as means of supporting the GE objectives in Italy. These projects highlight the relevance of the HEI context in promoting research on GRB and its application in practice. Nevertheless, to date the literature has barely addressed GE in Italian HEIs recently. Galizzi and Siboni [25] considered GE disclosure through adopting PAPs in HEIs, while Mazzotta et al. [65] investigated GE in university governance boards and how gender diversity contributes to decision making. At present, however, GRB features in Italian HEIs could profit from further investigation.

3. Research Setting and Method

3.1. GRB in Italian HEIs

This research focuses on GRB implementation at Italian HEIs. In the context of Italy’s public organizations, GRB process does not follow a specific normative provision, but is embedded in a series of regulations that underscore its importance. The Code of Equal Opportunities between Women and Men (Legislative Decree no. 198/2006 [66]), which came into force in 2006, was the first step toward the subsequent implementation of PAPs in public organizations. PAPs are three-year strategic documents that express GE objectives. According to the regulatory framework, PAPs also include measures to ensure “the removal of obstacles that, in practice, prevent the equal opportunities” for women and men (66 art. 48). Thus, PAPs describe GE objectives, consistent actions (i.e., the positive actions) to be implemented, as well as the organization’s targets and responsibilities. The objectives and actions included in PAPs are usually directed at ensuring well-being, promoting life-work balance, and challenging vertical and horizontal segregation in organizations.

In 2007 the Ministry of Public Administration and the Ministry for Equal Opportunities introduced a directive, “Measures to implement equality and equal opportunities
between men and women in public organizations” [67], that indicated the need for public organizations to implement GRBs and to publish GRB reports, in the hope that these practices would become consolidated and thus incentivize the achievement of GE. The GRB report was later mentioned in Legislative Decree no. 150/2009 [17], which listed it among the instruments in the administrative performance cycle.

Following these normative provisions, a growing number of Italian HEIs have developed their own gender-responsive budgets in the past decade. While just one of the 97 HEIs [68], the Italian HEIs include 67 state universities and 19 legally recognized non-state universities, as well as 11 legally recognized non-state universities offering distance learning) started implementing GRB and reported it in 2011, the number of institutions involved in this process increased to 13 by 2018 [69]. Although limited in number, these first attempts at GRB resulted in heterogeneous approaches, and HEIs tackled the aims of GRB in various ways. The majority of HEIs currently perform only a gender-sensitive analysis of the university context and publish GRB reports to highlight areas of disparity and segregation (among students, academic staff, technical-administrative staff, and governance bodies). A few have reported the outputs of implemented GE practices or provided evidence of how they have rescheduled interventions and activities in response to the gender needs highlighted and the performance measured. In this regard, HEIs have often intended GRB primarily as a reporting tool to be used in communication with stakeholders.

Considering the limited adoption of GRB processes, the central government and other institutions have recently published specific recommendations for HEIs to strengthen GRB’s role, overcome its use exclusively as an accountability tool, and work toward exploiting its full potential. The Ministry of Education, University and Research (MIUR) [19] published recommendations for developing positive actions to pursue GE, while Directive 2/2019 of the Ministry of Public Administration [18] added the PAP as an annex to the Performance Plan, also mentioning the GRB report among the requirements for public administrations. Further, in 2019, the National Agency for Evaluating the University and Research System (ANVUR) aimed to incentivize HEIs toward gender-responsive logics in the performance and budget cycles and published guidelines for implementing GRB processes [20]. The Conference of Italian University Rectors (CRUI) also published specific guidelines for implementing GRB processes at HEIs [21]. These guidelines have reinforced the role of GRB in HEIs, providing practical suggestions to incentivize the implementation of the GRB process and fully integrate the GE perspective into the strategic process.

3.2. The University of Ferrara

This paper focuses on the case of the University of Ferrara (UniFe). UniFe is a state university located in Italy’s Emilia-Romagna region. In 2018, it comprised 12 departments with a training offer of 30 bachelors and 45 master’s degree courses, 13 PhD courses, 31 medical specialization schools, and other types of post-degree education (e.g., first-level and second-level master’s degree courses, as well as advanced courses). The number of UniFe students has increased over the past few years: from 15,501 in 2015 to 20,299 in 2018 to 22,937 in 2019. UniFe is now listed among the big Italian universities (over 20,000 students according to the subdivision of Censis [70]).

Considering the gender context at UniFe, some details are provided according to the MIUR database [71]. In the academic year 2019/2020 the majority of students were female (59.2%); however, they report horizontal segregation: females account for less than 18.9% in engineering, manufacturing, and construction programs, and only 15.6% of the full professors are female academics. The predominance of male professors is even more pronounced in the STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) areas, where female associate and full professors represent 32.7% and 14.9%, respectively. Vertical segregation
also emerges considering managerial positions: only two of 12 Departments are led by women. Concerning technical and administrative staff, at UniFe females represent 69.1% of the employees. However, managerial positions report a gender rebalancing in that 50% of the positions are occupied by male and 50% by female appointees. This suggests that men, although under-represented in the category, face less difficulties in reaching higher positions. Given the above data, gender issues at UniFe mainly refer to the distribution of students and researchers across fields, to female presence in top-management positions, and at higher levels of the academic career.

3.3. GRB at the University of Ferrara

UniFe pursues its objective of GE through various figures and institutional bodies: A Rector’s Deputy for Equal Opportunities, an Equality Council (EC), and a Single Guarantee Committee (SGC) in charge of promoting, monitoring, and reporting positive actions, while other bodies strive for specific goals that are also related to well-being and disabilities. GRB implementation is part of the SGC’s responsibilities.

Since 2011, UniFe has identified its own strategies for GE by publishing a triennial PAP, of which the first edition focused on the 2011–2013 period. In 2012, in line with the aims of that PAP and consistent with positive actions, UniFe started a GRB process, thereby becoming the first Italian HEI to develop a gender-responsive budget. Aiming to account for all the policies implemented at the university and to promote equal opportunities, GRB implementation was supported through an annual publication, the GRB report. Specifically, UniFe has reported on GRB since 2012 to 2019 through dedicated publications released every year in the fall and referring to the previous year (e.g., in the fall of 2016, the report referred to 2015 and was published under the label of 2015 GRB report). The GRB report was initially linked to the university’s sustainability strategy as it was produced in connection with UniFe’s Social Report. Over time, it became an autonomous report thanks to top management’s desire to increase attention to gender issues and establish a scientific committee with specialized competences. Such a committee would spearhead the evolution of the GRB report and establish a working group in charge of supporting data collection. These groups reported a stable composition over time, working under the Rector’s mandate. The scientific committee is composed of academics acknowledged on gender issues (e.g., from managerial and regulatory perspectives), managers within the technical and administrative staff, and representatives of both EC and SGC. The working group is composed of employees on the technical and administrative staff and others related to the units involved in data collection (e.g., Personnel Office, Teaching Office, Students Office, Management Control Office, and Accounting Office). The groups’ activities are coordinated by an administrative employee who acts as the UniFe Coordinator for the GRB report. Every year, the Coordinator and the scientific committee define a protocol for data collection which determines context analysis indicators, type of data, and deadlines for data gathering. The protocol describes the process through which the working group will collect data and they are synthesized by a Coordinator. The Coordinator also organizes meetings with units and actors in charge of implementing positive actions, to collect data on activities and actions’ results. The Coordinator and the scientific committee are then tasked with drafting the GRB report, discussing it with governance bodies, and submitting it for approval to the Board of Directors (since 2016), after which the report is published.

Based on this, the GRB report development at UniFe has become an independent activity, which acts separately from other management control processes. Data collection for context analysis derives from manual and non-systematic procedures, while data on positive actions’ results is collected through ad hoc meetings with the units involved in implementing the actions.

3.4. The Method

This paper focuses on GRB at UniFe. UniFe was chosen as setting for its role as the first Italian HEI to publish a GRB report, and for its recognized gender-sensitive approach to
strategic development [65]. Using approaches similar to those in previous studies investigating disclosures about gender [72], the paper performs a content analysis of UniFe’s disclosures about GRB in its GRB reports, analyzes the results by topic, and discusses them according to specific periods. Following the research process of Bengtsson [73], the authors performed a qualitative content analysis. In the planning phase, the authors decided to carry out data analysis using an inductive approach. Inductive content analysis was considered appropriate as there is a paucity of studies on the focal phenomenon, which makes it necessary to derive categories from the data [74]. Therefore, the aim of the content analysis was to investigate the development of GRB process and the related reporting practices, as well as to discuss the potential for fully integrating GRB into the university’s strategy.

The sample primarily consisted of GRB reports published between 2012 and 2019 (i.e., covering the 2011–2018 period). The eight publications were analyzed in their entirety. At the time of data collection (June 2020), no more recent publications were available. Data collection was performed online as the publications were identified on the institutional website that contains a specific section with all the GRB reports (Publications may be accessed at http://www.unife.it/progetto/equality-and-diversity/bilancio-di-genere (accessed on 23 November 2020). Some of the reports are only in Italian, but the 2013–2017 GRB reports are also available in English).

Thus, the authors identified categories through an inductive approach in their data analysis [75]. To increase validity, two researchers conducted the content analysis autonomously and discussed the results to find consensus [76]. The authors identified categories and sub-categories, as well the elements to be included in each of them [77]. The categories were identified to ensure internal homogeneity and external heterogeneity [78]. In line with the inductive approach and the aims of the analysis, the researchers defined and repeatedly revised the coding list [79] throughout the process to minimize cognitive changes during the analysis and to ensure reliability among the coders [80]. University regulations, in particular the PAPs and the Strategic Plans, were also collected and used as secondary sources of analysis to triangulate the data and diminish the potential effects of researcher bias [81]. The categories and sub-categories used in the case are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Sub-Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context analysis</td>
<td>Students, academic staff, technical and administrative staff, and governance indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>She Figures indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive action plan</td>
<td>Positive action plan objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of positive actions</td>
<td>Description of implemented positive actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of positive actions</td>
<td>Indicators of positive actions’ results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget analysis</td>
<td>Budget analysis of positive actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis of budget for equal opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with strategy</td>
<td>Integration of GRB with strategic documents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results
The results are presented in line with the categories identified in the content analysis. At UniFe, the GRB’s features changed over time. The evolution of GRB (and the GRB reports) within UniFe aligned with a series of agreements with other institutions and university policy. The major milestones that led to changes in GRB are described in Table 2.
Table 2. Gender-responsive budgeting (GRB) milestones at the University of Ferrara (UniFe).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Milestones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Implementation of GRB; Decision to report GRB annually, following the 2011–2013 Positive Action Plan (PAP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Collaboration with the MIUR’s Statistics Office on context data collection and data reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>First GRB publication (2011 GRB report) as a separate chapter of the Social Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>First GRB publication as a standalone document (2012 GRB report)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Publication of context indicators in line with the EU report She Figures to allow benchmarking with national data, starting with the 2012 GRB report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>In the 2014–2016 PAP, GRB is designated as a permanent monitoring instrument of gender equality policies at UniFe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Under the newly adopted UniFe Statute, approving the GRB report is one of the duties of the Board of Directors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Adoption of a three-year structure in GRB reports, starting with the 2016 GRB report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following its decision to implement GRB in 2011, UniFe sought to publish reliable context data and benchmarking at an international level in its 2012 and 2013 GRB reports. In the 2011–2013 PAP, the development of GRB was mentioned for the first time to support statistics related to GE. Initially published as a separate chapter within the Social Report (the 2011 GRB report), the GRB report became a standalone document the following year and has outlasted the Social Report, which was last issued in 2013–2014.

The 2014–2016 PAP designated GRB as a tool to monitor the positive actions put in place by the university and to support the controlling role of the two equality bodies, the EC and the SGC, tasked with implementing, monitoring, and reporting positive actions. The role of GRB was further reinforced in 2016 by the new UniFe Statute, which included the approval of the GRB report as one of the duties of the Board of Directors.

In 2016, following these provisions, UniFe adopted a three-year structure in GRB reports: “GRB is part of a cyclical process of planning, execution, monitoring and review of equal opportunities policies implemented by the University of Ferrara” (2017 GRB report, p. 13).

In this regard, UniFe oversaw different reporting activities based on the schedule laid out in the PAP: publication in the first year (the same as the first year of the PAP) with a focus on context analysis and budget baseline analysis; in the second year, the publication is more centered on accounting about the integration of GRB in strategic documents; and in the third year (referring to the last year of the PAP), reporting concerns an assessment of and expenses related to the positive actions. This approach was first taken with the 2016 GRB report, where reporting focused on the 2014–2016 PAP’s assessment. The 2017 GRB report, associated with the first year of the 2017–2019 PAP, focused specifically on context analysis, and the 2018 GRB report centered its investigation on the interplay between GRB and strategic documents.

4.1. Context Analysis

Context analysis refers to the analysis of all the different people and groupings that work and study at UniFe. It covers students, academic staff, technical and administrative staff, and governance. Context analysis emerges as the main point of interest of the first reports, especially with regard to the 2011–2014 period, and accounts for about one-half of the total pages of these reports. In the 2015 GRB report, context analysis comprised about one-third of the total publication length as the report included both context analysis and the results of the positive actions put in place by UniFe, consistent with the 2014–2016 PAP and the monitoring role associated with GRB.
In all the publications, context analysis focused on the number of women and men involved at all levels of UniFe and on their characteristics. The analysis of the university components was done separately. The context analysis usually starts with students before examining technical and administrative staff, academic staff, and governance.

Since the first GRB report, data has widely emphasized aspects worthy of attention in each of the categories. Among students, women have been evaluated as performing better and graduating sooner than men, and with higher grades. However, horizontal segregation in courses emerged, with women less represented in STEM and over-represented in fields such as education, arts, and humanities. The reports also found consequences in terms of lower employability of female students and lower salaries compared to their male colleagues after they graduated. Concerning technical and administrative staff, data reported a predominance of women requiring parental leaves and employed with part-time contracts, which suggests a major difficulty in women’s work-life balance. Moreover, although women represent the majority of the technical and administrative staff, men more regularly reach top management positions. Therefore, males are proportionately better represented among managers than at lower employees’ levels. Among the academic staff, the main issues are low representation of women in full professors’ positions and in horizontal segregation, especially in STEM fields where barely any female academics are present. In addition, scarce female representation in top managers’ positions (e.g., as deans or heads of departments) was found. In governance bodies female presence is usually limited to less reputed roles (i.e., students’ representative in the Academic Senate) or to bodies dealing with equal opportunities topics (e.g., the EC and the SGC). These results emerged repeatedly in all GRB reports, with very few changes over time.

Following the specific issues highlighted in the data, the university paid particular attention to patterns of vertical and horizontal segregation in careers. It introduced additional indicators to monitor how technical and administrative staff and academic careers progressed, paying attention to the distribution of women and men’s progression in the various fields. The indicators have increased over time: in the 2011 GRB report, there were nine for students, 15 for technical and administrative staff, and nine for governance. The 2015 GRB contained 19 indicators for students, 14 for technical and administrative staff, 19 for academic staff, and nine for governance. In addition, indicators focused on the distribution of women and men in a typical academic career at all levels (from students to full professors). Synthetic indexes (e.g., the glass-ceiling index) have also been implemented. The inclusion of these latter indicators was intended to compare UniFe with national data. The availability of national databases (e.g., MIUR database) supported comparative analyses so that the university could assess its performance on the light of the Italian one. GRB reports over time disclosed difficulties of UniFe in catching up with national evolution concerning the distribution of women and men in academic positions. More in depth, data reported a lower female representation at UniFe compared to the national average at all academic career levels (from researchers to full professors) and a lower capability to reduce the gender gap. Similarly, the glass ceiling index at UniFe is higher than the national average for all the years considered, suggesting increasing difficulties for women to reach higher positions in academia, in contrast with the national trend.

Since the 2013 GRB report, some indicators in line with the She Figures report (first the 2012 edition, then the 2015 edition) [24,38] have been added to support the context analysis and ensure benchmarking with national and international data. As stated in the 2013 GRB report: “The innovation introduced in the 2013 GRB allows a deeper analysis of the situation of the University of Ferrara in comparison to the Italian context and to the European average. For an immediate usability of the data, EU flags were inserted to identify indicators which can also be found in the She Figures, with the indication of the page and table or figure numbers referring to the 2012 She Figures Report” (2013 GRB report, p. 13).

The She Figures reports focus narrowly on researchers in HEIs, and therefore their indicators mainly pertain to academic staff, and to students engaged in research activities
(i.e., PhD students). This allowed UniFe to compare its own context to both national and international data, although at the country level, and to align data analysis with European categories concerning fields of research and development and fields of education and training. These analyses prompted further investigation of vertical and horizontal segregation patterns. For instance, data on age distribution regarding career levels underscored how men reach higher positions at younger ages than women do. Moreover, indicators show the proportion of female academics in the different career levels and emphasize UniFe’s aforementioned delay in bridging the gender gap, compared to the Italian context.

Context analysis also highlighted relevant content in the 2017 GRB report. Following the three-year structure in GRB reporting that had been established in 2016, the 2017 GRB report supported the 2017–2019 PAP’s objectives with a context analysis aimed at detecting gender differences and needs. The latter context analysis presented a situation that is quite similar to the one of the first GRB report. This is attributed to the slowness of cultural change and of the impact of the positive actions aimed at GE that were implemented over time. However, the increasing number of indicators included in the context analysis gave a more critical assessment of the situation and helped in defining more specific GE objectives in strategic documents. In keeping with this structure of publication, context analysis was absent from the 2016 and 2018 GRB reports.

4.2. Positive Action Plan

The PAP description was included in the GRB reports for the 2011–2017 period. In the first two publications, the PAP was mentioned, and its objectives and lines of actions briefly reported, but these initial reports did not contain an in-depth analysis of the PAP’s content. The PAP’s 2011–2013 objectives were threefold. The first objective referred to supporting information and education concerning GE: The plan suggested consistent positive actions to disseminate the EC and SGC’s activities, raise awareness at UniFe on GE issues, and collaborate with other institutions in organizing meetings and conferences on GE. The second objective referred to producing gender statistics: here the plan suggested specific actions to produce the GRB report and to collect gender data. Further, positive actions aimed to monitor recruiting processes for academics as well as technical and administrative staff, with a focus on appointments committees’ gender composition. The third objective aimed to promote employees’ work-life balance through actions such as teleworking initiatives and agreeing on discounted fees for summer camps, kindergartens, and schools for students and employees with children.

Since the 2013 GRB report, a specific chapter has been devoted to the PAP. Besides the PAP’s 2011–2013 objectives, the 2013 GRB report also states that all the planned objectives had been achieved; however, although it describes positive actions (see Section 4.3) it gives little evidence in the specific chapter to support the claim. The context analysis presented in the 2011–2013 GRB reports supported the need for action to incentivize female participation in governance, to rebalance gender distribution of academics, and to encourage technical and administrative staff’s work-life balance. The chapter also contains a brief description of the 2014–2016 PAP’s objectives and discusses PAP’s inclusion in the Strategic Plan, as well as GRB’s role as a tool to monitor GE policies (because the report was published in late 2014). These points are also mentioned in the 2014 GRB report. GE objectives in this PAP integrated the 2011–2013 ones. Supporting information and education on GE and promoting work-life balance were still included with quite similar positive actions. Concerning the first objective, a new action foresaw the creation of guidelines for gender inclusive language in administrative documents. An additional objective in the PAP concerned the dissemination on GE practices by creating a webpage with information about the activities promoted by the Rector’s Deputy for Equal Opportunities, the EC and the SGC. Following the results of the context analysis, the PAP also aimed to promote the equal representation of women and men in governance bodies. In this regard, positive actions consisted of getting a clause in the university Statute approved to guarantee balanced gender representation in academic bodies, and specifically monitoring election
processes in terms of the number and gender of candidates. Last, the GRB process and GRB report were linked to the objective of supporting GE through promoting projects for equal opportunities. The GRB report has become a structured practice at UniFe, and the 2014–2016 PAP designated GRB as a tool to also monitor the positive actions. Here, GRB was considered transversal to all the PAP’s goals and functional in defining university strategies consistent with the GRB process’ aims.

In the 2015 GRB report, the chapter devoted to the 2014–2016 PAP is not limited to describing the plan’s objectives but involves various kinds of content: It lists the PAP’s objectives and provides a chart showing all the positive actions connected to the objectives. In a separate paragraph, the chapter also describes these actions in greater depth and supports its description with results analyses.

Conversely, the structure of the 2016 GRB report is consistent with the 2014 GRB report and previous ones where a specific chapter had been dedicated to PAP objectives: In this particular report, the 2014–2016 PAP goals are reported, and the link with the Strategic Plan and the Performance Plan is noted. The report, which was published in 2017, also mentions the contents of the 2017–2019 PAP and its link to UniFe strategy. A chart summarizes the new PAP objectives and lists all the related actions. Although limited to the 2017–2019 PAP, the same information can be found in the 2017 GRB report. The 2017–2019 PAP expanded the number of positive actions for previous GE objectives and presented additional goals. Actions for supporting information and education on GE included courses (i.e., summer schools) on equal opportunities and the development of an optional and transdisciplinary course on GE for master’s students. The objective of promoting work-life balance was integrated with actions introducing higher flexibility in technical and administrative staff’s working hours. Disseminating GE practices through a specific webpage and drafting guidelines for gender inclusive language, were maintained. Concerning the aim of promoting the equal representation of women and men in governance bodies, positive actions aimed to monitor the composition of governance bodies that would ensure respect for balanced gender representation (consistent with the 2014–2016 PAP). These bodies would also monitor the normative obligation to justify selecting a particular candidate in recruiting processes if candidates have equal qualifications. Further, they would monitor the normative obligation to reserve at least one third of the members of the appointment’s committees to the less represented gender, and they would reduce teaching loads for academics in institutional positions. The objective of supporting GE through promoting projects for equal opportunities was integrated by suggesting different specific actions such as activating research projects on the topic. In addition, the PAP emphasized the need to exploit GRB potentialities by fully integrating the gender approach in the budgeting process.

The 2018 GRB report does not describe the PAP. In line with this publication’s aims, which will be detailed in Section 4.6, the discussion about the PAP is limited to the plan’s development process and integration with GRB.

4.3. Description of Positive Actions

Consistent with reporting about PAP objectives, specific sections in the 2011–2017 GRB reports describe the positive actions implemented at UniFe. However, the characteristics of such sections have changed over time.

In the first few reports, these sections consisted of a brief description of the actions put in place during the year with little reference to specific objectives in the PAP. In the 2011 GRB report, in particular, the description of positive actions also included an objective description, which made it a challenge to understand how the actions may have helped to reach the goals. In the one GRB report of 2012, after the description of the positive actions, a table listed the objectives and the consistent actions, synthetizing the activities performed during the year. This improved comprehension of the relationship between the PAP’s objectives and the positive actions. However, the description of the actions performed
was not accompanied by an actual assessment of their results, and the report’s concluding comments give no reflection on achieving GE objectives.

Since the 2014–2016 PAP, UniFe has refined the plan by stating the objectives more clearly and identifying the actions relating to them. Therefore, since the 2014 GRB report, the GRB reports have accounted for the positive actions implemented during the year and now clearly state how every action contributes to the related goals. However, until the 2015 GRB report, when the results of the positive actions were assessed with the help of specific indicators (discussed below in Section 4.4), the description of positive actions was limited to narratives reporting the activities carried out during the year.

The 2016 GRB report, which takes stock of the 2014–2016 PAP, describes the activities performed in the three-year period more broadly. Therefore, in this report, more details are provided about the positive actions’ evolution over time, as well as the actors and the external institutions involved. The 2017 GRB report describes the positive actions with a narrow focus on 2017 (the first year of the 2017–2019 PAP), while the 2018 GRB report does not mention any information about positive actions.

4.4. Assessment of Positive Actions

The first time the GRB reports contained specific results indicators for positive actions was in the 2015 version. Because their main focus was context analysis, the 2011–2014 GRB reports did not provide information about the results of the positive actions. After designating GRB as a monitoring tool in 2014, UniFe started developing indicators to measure the results of its positive actions: “The analysis aims at verifying the correspondence between what was planned during the three-year planning and the results obtained” (2016 GRB report, p. 11).

In the 2015–2017 GRB reports, the descriptions of positive actions appeared along with specific measures supporting, where data was available, the assessment of the positive actions that had been implemented. Graphs and tables depicted the various data points, including: participation in activities, participation rates compared with the total population/invited participants, participant satisfaction, and the gender composition of those who were involved in the actions and of the main beneficiaries. In the 2015 GRB report, indicators are included in the same chapter that describes the positive actions and mainly refer only to the year under investigation (or, on occasion, to the previous years if the positive actions were consistent with those implemented in the previous PAP).

Conversely, and in line with its aims to assess the 2014–2016 PAP, the 2016 GRB report adopted a broader perspective by focusing on all three years and including a chapter dedicated to the topic for the first time. Further, in the 2017 GRB report, the chapter on the assessment of positive actions focused more on the recent actions introduced as part of the 2017–2019 PAP; however, it also accounted for previous years by referring to positive actions that both the 2014–2016 and 2017–2019 PAPs considered. Notably, the 2017 GRB report accounts for the first year of the 2017–2019 PAP. At the time of the analysis some of the positive actions included in the PAP had not started yet. For instance, the action addressing the work-life balance objective and related to the flexibility of technical and administrative staffs’ working hours was only at a preliminary stage, so the report includes only a description of the agreements between UniFe and trade unions.

The consistency of PAPs’ objectives and positive actions between the 2011–2013 and 2017–2019 PAPs allowed to analyze their results over time, as several indicators had remained the same. For example, concerning the aim of supporting information and education on GE issues, the 2015 data reported higher female participation in education activities on GE and limited participation of both male and female students from STEM fields. In the following year, results confirmed the trend regarding the predominance of female students in GE-aligned courses. However, the results also reported an increased interest in the topic. From 2015 to 2016 the numbers of students enrolled in these courses increased by one third and the number of men almost doubled. Only a few students in the STEM fields attended. In 2017, the number of enrolled students slightly decreased
but the proportion of male participants increased. Further, the numbers of those who dropped out progressively decreased. The data suggested the need for reflection on men’s awareness of GE issues, and on the scientific fields and kinds of reasoning that could enhance participation in such courses and commitment to complete those.

Concerning work-life balance, the report presented the distribution of teleworking positions by gender for the period 2013–2017. The increasing requests during the whole period, especially women’s requests, suggested a growing need for female employees to balance working activity with private life, due to family burdens that tend predominantly to put women at a disadvantage. In response, in 2016 UniFe decided to remove a cap on teleworking positions, accommodating all such requests.

Positive action assessment in 2015–2017 GRB reports further referred to the election processes’ monitoring activity. The clause in the university Statute provides an extension of the deadline for nominations if the gender balance requirement among candidates is not satisfied. The results suggest that the action, at least in the three years considered, did not have the desired effect. In fact, none of the cases in which the extension of the deadline was necessary generated applications that allowed a balance in gender disparity. This led to reflections on cultural or other types of obstacles for candidatures.

The 2017 GRB report also accounted for the two actions included in the 2017–2019 PAP: monitoring the obligation to justify the selection of a candidate in recruiting processes when candidates have equal qualifications, and respecting the equality principle in how they compose the appointments committees. Regarding the first action, monitoring candidate selection did not produce any cases. It emerged that almost half of the committees selecting candidates for research fellowships and researchers’ positions did not satisfy the requirements, so the gender representation was not balanced. In contrast, the entirety of the committees for technical and administrative staff honored the normative obligation. No committees concerning full and associate professors were reported.

While the reports aim to assess actions’ results and impact (as stated in the reports’ introductions), positive actions’ assessment in GRB reports is limited to the results of the actions, as the examples demonstrate. The reports did not identify the impact indicators that could assist in evaluating GE objectives achievement. Further, the 2018 GRB report contains no assessment of positive actions. Because of its aim to investigate GRB’s integration with the strategic cycle, the report explicitly does not provide information on the PAP objectives, a description of positive actions, or any results.

4.5. Budget Analysis

The budget analysis was included in GRB to support the evaluation of expenses to combat gender inequality. However, the analyses were limited to the budget for positive actions and the budget for equal opportunities (i.e., estimated expenses to meet the PAP objectives).

The budget for positive actions was first included in the 2015 GRB report, when UniFe started assessing the results of its positive actions. This assessment was supported by a comparative analysis of the estimated expenses in the budget plan and the actual expenses for each action. The budgets for positive actions consider estimated expenses for each year, which are then compared with the expenses for the specific year. For this analysis, the 2015–2017 GRB reports adopted an approach similar to the one reported for the assessment of positive actions: They refer only to the specific reporting year (or, occasionally, to previous years, depending on the consistency of the positive actions over time and the reports’ aims). For example, the work-life balance objective included a positive action directed at supporting kindergarten enrollments for children of students and employees, through discounted tuition fees. UniFe provided support proportional to the family income. The 2015–2017 GRB reports present the data concerning estimated and actual expenses for the action from 2014 to 2016. The estimated amounts were never exceeded, and the number of requests remained constant between 2014 and 2015, while it decreased in 2016. However, in 2015 and 2016 the cost per capita was more than double that of 2014. This
suggested that the average income of the actions’ beneficiaries decreased over time and that individuals most in need, had accessed the facility.

The 2016 and 2017 GRB reports included an analysis of the equal opportunity budget. The analysis refers only to estimated expenses over a three-year period and is based on the timing of the budget approval by the Board of Directors. For example, in the 2016 GRB report, the budget analysis refers to the 2015, 2016, and 2017 budgets, which are the budgets that were approved between 2014 and 2016; in the 2017 GRB report, the budgets refer to 2016, 2017 and 2018.

The analysis of the equal opportunity budget compares the different amounts of estimated expenditure over three years. Calculations are also provided by type of expenditure (e.g., equipment, assistance, facilities, grants, etc.) over the three-year period, and the share of each type of expense is shown to support the evaluation of priorities in the budget definition. The equal opportunity budget increased in the period 2015–2017, while it strongly decreased in 2018, when the overall budget was reduced by one-fifth compared the 2015 one. Until 2017, the estimated equal opportunity budget was allocated largely to positive actions for increasing employees’ well-being (ranging between 67% and 52% of the budget). This amount was drastically reduced in 2018 (to 17% of the budget), when major emphasis was on providing research grants (absent in the previous years), scholarships, and prizes, as well as to services and facilities for students and scholarship holders (together accounting for 65% of the budget). However, there is no comparison between estimated and actual expenditures. Therefore, the GRB reports do not provide and analyze the actual attention UniFe paid to equal opportunities.

The equal opportunity budget is also measured against the overall budget to evaluate how much attention went to GE and the university’s awareness of this issue, although again, it was limited to estimated expenditure. The incidence of equal opportunities on the total budget is less than 0.01% for all the years considered (with a minimum value of 0.051% in 2018). Lastly, the report focuses narrowly on estimated expenses regarding assets in the equal opportunity budget, which are compared with the total budget for assets at UniFe to explore the trend of supporting investments that can produce equal opportunities and positive actions. In this case, the incidence of equal opportunities investments on the total amount of investments is 0.6% on average in the period considered.

4.6. Integration with Strategy

The integration with strategy is addressed in multiple GRB reports, albeit to different degrees. The first reference to the actual involvement of GRB in the strategic process is presented in the 2013 GRB report, which anticipates the interplay between the 2014–2016 PAP and both the 2014–2016 Strategic Plan and the 2014–2016 Performance Plan: “Respecting the imperative of gender mainstreaming, the University’s 2014–2016 PAP was also integrated into the 2014–2016 three-year Strategic Plan and the 2014–2016 Performance Plan. The articulation of the actions into eight thematic areas facilitates their reading and will allow, in the future, a better comparison of best practices” (2013 GRB report, p. 69).

As noted in the 2014 and 2015 GRB reports, the PAP objectives were included in the strategic documents in a section on equal opportunities (strategic area no. 4 “Strengthening of services and interventions in favor of personnel and equal opportunities”). The section also listed consistent actions and targets that explicitly referred to the PAP.

Since the publication of the 2015 GRB report in late 2016, the reports have increased the integration between the 2017–2019 PAP and strategic documents, although limited to the Strategic Plan and the Performance Plan. As previously seen, these documents included the PAP in full, and its objectives are again covered by a specific section of the 2017–2019 Strategic Plan, as well as the 2017–2019 Performance Plan (strategic area no. 9 “Equality, equal opportunities and well-being for those who study and work at UniFe”). The 2016 and 2017 GRB reports merely noted the inclusion of the PAP in such documents.

Based on the triennial reporting of GRB, the 2018 GRB report focused entirely on the full exploitation of GRB potentialities in terms of its integration with UniFe’s strategy. In
this regard, the 2018 GRB report considered the overall planning and reporting processes and discussed GE in strategy. Having been developed in late 2019, the report also explored the extent to which GRB at UniFe had adopted the suggestions from the national guidelines published by the ANVUR and the CRUI and focused on the integration of GRB with the performance cycle and the strategic implementation of GRB at HEIs [20,21].

“The aim [of the report] is to understand how GRB, and, in particular, the context analysis and the result analysis, can contribute to the definition of University policies that take into account their direct or indirect effects in terms of GE, with a view to implementing a gender mainstreaming strategy. In this sense, it is useful to understand how GRB can relate to the main planning and reporting documents drawn up by the University, in order to ensure the conscious integration of the gender dimension in the creation of all these documents” (2018 GRB report, p. 14). The 2018 GRB report had three aims: (i) to assess the state of effective integration of the gender perspective in the planning and reporting documents; (ii) to identify suggestions that would help better (and completely) integrate the gender perspective into these documents; and (iii) to describe how GRB can be properly integrated into strategic documents.

The documents that were analyzed include the PAP, the Strategic Plan, the Performance Plan, the annual and triennial budgets, and the Performance Report. Additional documents referred to planning staff and students’ needs, such as the three-year Plan for Personnel Recruitment, the three-year Plan for Technical and Administrative Staff Training, and the Training Offer to Students. The three-year Corruption and Transparency Prevention Plan, the report of the University Assessment Unit, and the SGC Annual Report were also included in the analysis.

To meet its goals, the 2018 GRB report presented interviews with internal stakeholders, mainly the technical and administrative staff and those responsible for preparing the relevant documents. The report covered the characteristics of the documents, its approval and revision processes, its effects on the overall strategy, interviewees’ opinions of the degree of integration of the GE perspective in the documents, and possible resistance to such integration as identified by the interviewees. An additional section assessed the actual integration of GRB and proposed how it could be integrated to exploit its full potential.

In its analysis, the 2018 GRB report provided evidence of the weak integration of GRB with the strategic cycle. In particular, the report highlights that the features of GRB are not known in-depth to the organization and that there is a shared but superficial knowledge of GRB and the content of the GRB reports within UniFe. Limits to the exploitation of the GRB’s full potential were detected in the limited training the personnel had received on GE and GRB; the interviewees did not perceive the importance of promoting GE in the organization and sometimes resisted GE issues (or reported resistance when they discussed the documents’ contents).

This shortcoming led to a low level of understanding regarding the potential of GRB at the organizational level. The integration of GE with strategy appears to be limited to specific sections in a few strategic documents (i.e., the Strategic Plan and the Performance Plan) that include PAP objectives. Moreover, no alignment with ANVUR and CRUI guidelines provisions was detected.

Further, one of the 2017–2019 Strategic Plan’s stated goals was to reclassify expenditure to assess the congruence between GE objectives and budget allocation. However, the strategic documents contained no elements pertaining to the integration of GRB with the university budget through the recommended account-based approach (requiring the reclassification of expenses in a gender perspective). The 2018 GRB report revealed that UniFe had neglected to undertake a proper gender impact analysis of the year’s expenditures.

The report concluded that the sectoral logics adopted did not support gender mainstreaming, which would have allowed the gender perspective to permeate all university policies. As for achieving the integration of a GE perspective, the 2018 GRB report emphasized the importance of training university personnel in GRB. The importance of more strictly aligning the timing of the GRB reports with the strategic cycle also emerged from the
analysis. The report recommended a revision to planning and monitoring processes. It also called for an examination of the consistency of information needs during the development of strategic processes by using the information provided by context indicators and the assessment of positive actions. To have an impact on and inform the content of planning and reporting documents, this information should be available before the documents are drafted and discussed.

Table 3 synthetizes the contents of the GRB reports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>GRB Reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context analysis</td>
<td>Students, academic staff, technical and administrative staff, and governance indicators ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive action plan</td>
<td>Positive action plan objectives ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of positive actions</td>
<td>Description of implemented positive actions ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of positive actions</td>
<td>Indicators of positive actions results ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget analysis</td>
<td>Positive actions budget analysis ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with strategy</td>
<td>Integration of GRB with strategic documents ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The current research contributes to exploring the patterns of GRB development at HEIs. The focus here is on UniFe, the first HEI in Italy to develop GRB and publish a GRB report. Therefore, the research aims are pursued through a content analysis of GRB reports. From this case, it emerges that GRB at the university has evolved but has not been fully integrated into the university’s strategic policies. In particular, GRB has changed from being used for accountability purposes to serving as a performance measurement tool but without reaching its full potential. GRB was one of the 2011–2013 PAP’s objectives related to producing gender statistics and having women involved at the decision-making level. The first GRB report was published as a separate chapter in the Social Report and the following year as a standalone document with context analyses relating to students, academic staff, technical and administrative staff, and governance. At that time, the role of GRB mainly pertained to accountability, in keeping with similar reports produced at the European level [24,38]. The information related to positive actions mainly consisted of descriptions, not assessment, and there was no evidence of any strategic integration of GE objectives.

With the implementation of the 2014–2016 PAP, which designated GRB as a permanent monitoring tool of GE policies and actions, GRB became a performance measurement instrument. In this respect, as already argued, GRB was used to monitor the results of positive actions and, subsequently, the expenses connected to those actions aimed at supporting decision making. Attempts had been made to increase the strategic relevance of GRB, but they appeared to be limited, which reduced GRB’s potential to effect a change in society [13,25]. In 2016, the new UniFe Statute made the Board of Directors responsible for approving the GRB report. GE objectives were included in the university’s Strategic Plan and the Performance Plan but were presented in a single, standalone chapter. A GE perspective was not included in the overall strategy. In addition, the gender impact analysis of expenditures through the gender budget, which had been anticipated in the 2017–2019 Strategic Plan, has not been implemented, which has prevented the GRB potentialities from being fully exploited. Since 2016, the aim of the three-year process in which different kinds of GRB content were investigated and reported has been to better support the integration of GRB with strategy, but with few results. This is in part due to the fact that UniFe has implemented a stand-alone
management control process to assess the positive actions’ effectiveness (and to allocate resources to the latter to support GE), which is parallel to the university’s management control system. The construction of the GRB report is based on a protocol for data collection, which is defined by the scientific committee presiding over the university’s GE strategy. The protocol provides a non-systematic and manual collection of information to support the GRB process, so it does not follow the university’s traditional management control process. However, the data disclosed in the GRB reports are also functional to the GRB process. Then, the data on context analysis and actions’ results is included in the traditional management control processes and is used for integrating a gender perspective in strategic documents.

Despite GRB not being fully integrated in the strategic policies, it has triggered a process of cultural change with respect to gender issues, as over time, the GRB moved from a logic of mere reporting to one of measuring results through ad hoc control practices that can bolster the attribution of specific resources to GE objectives. These control practices were supported by the scientific committee coordinating with the working group responsible for data provision, to enhance the university’s gender strategy.

In addition, the GRB process has seen the introduction of a series of result indicators which have allowed for better planning and monitoring activities. Some positive actions were indeed found to contribute to making gender issues more visible at the HEI: for instance, the regulation that would guarantee the less represented gender access to governance positions, and initiatives that would improve work-life balance for women were positive examples of actions that aimed to empower women and strengthen their presence in the university and in supporting cultural change toward GE. However, as it emerged from both context analyses and positive actions’ assessment, the positive actions’ contribution to the GE achievement was limited. The context analyses highlighted a constant trend of inequalities concerning horizontal and vertical segregation of female students, academics, and technical and administrative staff. Further, the role of women as caregivers continued to affect their presence in the workplace and the need for work-life balance. UniFe exhibited scarce capability in bridging the gender gap: The GE objectives included in the PAPs turned out to be consistent over time, as a consequence of the enduring gender issues emerging in the context.

Further, while assessing the positive actions, the university’s focus remained on their results, although indicators of impact were not in place. Nevertheless, the long-term impact such initiatives had on GE requires analysis over a longer horizon as integrating gender in strategy started only in 2014 and, as the 2018 GRB reported, has not been fully accomplished yet.

The findings have also highlighted the need to conduct in-depth research within the university to reveal why GRB was so weakly integrated in the university strategy. The 2018 GRB report focused on these investigations but was limited to the technical and administrative staff in charge of preparing the drafts of strategic documents according to instructions from the governance bodies. The findings helped identify the factors hampering integration. Although the content of the GRB reports is well-known, some personnel have not been educated on GE accounting and do not fully perceive the value of such integration. Further, the misalignment of the GRB reports’ publication times with those of strategic documents threatens integration, as the GRB reports do not provide the documents with consistent and up-to-date information when they are being drafted.

From this case, it emerges that GRB at UniFe has limitations as an accountability tool and a performance measurement instrument for decision making. GRB implementation at UniFe is consistent with what has been reported in literature with regard to the limited integration of GRB in budgeting practices [59], especially at local entities in Italy [64]. At UniFe, GRB has not developed according to the three main steps of context analysis, analysis of GE local practices, and gender impact analysis of expenditures [64]. While the first two steps have been taken at UniFe, the third is still underdeveloped and limited to being just a strategic aim.
Following Steccolini [11], GRB at UniFe helps support the assessment of gender associated needs and contributes to a GE perspective on accountability while also presenting the challenges that reduce its potential. The publication of annual GRB reports following Rothe et al. [15] assisted the context analysis and the positive actions’ assessment, while progress toward GE could be measured only in the long run. Therefore, the impact on GE results for the present remains unexplored. Further, linking the gender perspective to performance measurement is limited, since GRB as a practice consists of tools and instruments that can enhance decision making but without an interplay with strategy. In this regard, there is a notable absence of gender-responsive logics to guide strategy: GRB is not interwoven with the strategic cycle, which basically remains independent. Furthermore, the case presents the challenges to GRB implementation related to a low commitment to GE and scarce awareness of the importance of integration, as previously highlighted by literature [11]. Therefore, while the practices could boost the organization’s awareness of GE issues inside the organization and promote communication with stakeholders and reporting on performance, there is a gap in how strategies are developed based on such practices [53,54] and no gender impact analysis of expenditures, which affects how policies are defined [58]. Institutionalizing GRB, as the literature has recommended [11,59] has not been reached in this case. The fact that GRB is not integrated in the strategic cycle generates major risks, considering the role that GRB could take in promoting GE. This is especially unfortunate considering that GE represents a relevant target of the 2030 SDGs Agenda [7] and a necessary condition for achieving sustainability [5]. As the OECD [5] (p. 27) argues: “Past gender budgeting initiatives have often aimed at securing specific funding for targeted activities for women, as opposed to ensuring that resource allocation is based on full knowledge of how current policies and programs may impact women and men. Funding for targeted gender equality activities may be necessary but an ad hoc approach alone will not ensure that countries meet the goal of increased gender equality across sectors. Indeed, such an approach risks leading to a marginalization of efforts and weaker overall impact. Initiatives which focus only on adding resources for targeted activities for women risk resulting in ‘separate budgets’ or being carried out in isolation from the regular budget and policy-development processes.” Therefore, from the case, it emerged that GRB cannot reach its full potential, especially regarding the GE agenda mentioned in the UN SDGs, to act as an agent of change for sustainability [13].

Given the key role women could play in meeting the SDG agenda’s targets by achieving GE [8], the development of GRB is highly recommended to address persisting gender disparities. As various scholars have argued, GRB can provide public institutions with a valuable approach to test the effectiveness of policies they designed and can promote corrections to support GE [9,10]. To ensure this change is transformative in universities and in reaching sustainable GE, a GRB culture permeating the university and incorporating the gender perspective in its management control system are necessary conditions [15]. If the GRB does not meet these conditions, GRB risks remaining an episodic exercise that in the long term will not contribute to GE. This paper has discussed the GRB’s potential by taking a step back from the gender neutrality of performance measurement systems and public budgets [27,48]. It contributes to the debate around the characteristics of GRB in the public sector with a specific focus on academia as a field requiring further study [45]. The research also contributes to investigating the actual capacity of GRB to affect strategic policies [60] and its integration in HEIs’ budgeting process [48]. Although the GRB report could support management control processes, due to poor integration in the university strategy its contribution to analyzing the impact of budgeting decisions on women and men, and to enhancing management toward GE [15,42] is lacking.

The findings of the investigation, which sought the reasons for the limited strategic relevance of GRB, make it possible to identify managerial implications for HEIs. First, it is necessary to give the staff involved in the preparation of strategic documents proper training in GE accounting and explain the processes of GRB’s integration with university strategy, as well as the advantages related to this, and reduce resistance. Second, it is
important to align the publication of GRB reports with the strategic documents and to incentivize the adoption of GE data for strategic purposes.

The case then traces a reflection on HEIs’ readiness to implement GRB and the need to support this path by developing awareness of the topic. The recent Directive 2/2019 [18] and especially the guidelines by the ANVUR and the CRUI [20,21] might spur a shared discussion among HEIs about the meaning of GRB, how to make institutions less isolated, and how to support a common direction for both those institutions that have started implementing GRB, as well as those that have not done so yet.

This case also presents the limits that are inherent in the methodology. Further research is needed to explore the development of GRB in HEIs from a broader perspective. For instance, studies at the national level might investigate the different approaches to GRB. Comparative case studies could also support the discussion of the internal and external factors that can enhance or inhibit GRB practices and logics. Lastly, future studies should explore whether HEIs have revised their GRB according to the aforementioned guidelines.
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